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Abstract: Based on the adjustment and development of the national economic structure, college education is separated from the actual needs of the society. Some problems are highlighted. For example, the update of teaching content is lagging behind, practical teaching cannot meet the needs of students, and professional teachers are insufficient. This paper first analyzes the current status of the training of mechanical professionals in colleges and universities, and explores the training mode of mechanical professionals oriented by job demands under the background of new engineering to provide the reference for the educators.
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1. Introduction

Our country's social and economic development has continued to grow, and various national science and technology strategies have been continuously implemented, which has set a higher standard for college education to cultivate high-quality engineering and technical talents. From the perspective of professional disciplines, the construction of new engineering is a process of continuous updating and development of engineering teaching starting from practical teaching at the cognitive level. Therefore, the training of mechanical professionals should be effectively combined with social and economic needs, and professional education should be combined with industrial development. The construction and development of the country's emerging industries are inseparable from the continuous supply of university education talents. The country's future research, development and transformation of new technologies need more and more continuous support of high-level technical talents. The new economic industry is a powerful driving force for the cultivation of engineering technology talents in our country's universities.
2. The current status of the cultivation of mechanical professionals in colleges and universities

Mechanical majors can be called the strongest engineering subjects, and they have wide adaptability in the job market. Teaching in these majors emphasizes that the cultivation of talents should meet the needs of application-oriented senior professionals. However, the current position of colleges and universities on the training mode for mechanical talents is not clear, teaching resources are insufficient and the teaching design is unreasonable, resulting in insufficient professional practice ability of students, and the lack of organic combination of theoretical knowledge and practice in teaching, which leads to a large gap between students' theoretical knowledge and practical ability.

3. The Research on the training mode of mechanical professionals oriented by job demands

3.1 Establish a talent training mechanism oriented by job demands

The teaching of mechanical majors in colleges and universities should fully take the social economy and the needs of enterprises as the premise, reform the professional curriculum, optimize and adjust the content of professional teaching, actively establish a training mechanism for mechanical professionals oriented by job demands, strive to comply with the development of the market economy, ensure the close connection between professional talent training and market talent demands, professional teaching and industrial development, professional courses and counterpart posts, professional textbooks and professional skills, establish a talent training mechanism for mechanical majors in colleges and universities, and effective innovate professional talent training mode through in-depth school-enterprise cooperation.

3.2 Cultivate the innovative ability and comprehensive ability of students of mechanical majors

The training of mechanical professionals in colleges and universities must pay attention to the improvement of students' innovative ability and comprehensive literacy, so as to meet the all-round needs of the society for talents. For example, in the graduation design of students, colleges should strengthen their engineering practice ability. In the topic selection of graduation design, students are required to determine the target of selection according to their own personal business practice. Under the school-enterprise cooperation mode, the guidance of double tutors helps students in graduation design. Enterprise instructors are responsible for technical practice guidance, and college teachers are responsible for controlling the academic quality of thesis, which promotes the effective improvement of students' engineering practice ability. It not only solves the problem of insufficient practice teaching ability of universities, but also facilitates teachers to participate in enterprise engineering project research and jointly solve enterprise technology problem. At the same time, colleges and universities should pay attention to the development of students' innovation and entrepreneurship capabilities, and create a good atmosphere for innovation and entrepreneurship teaching, such as the establishment of mechanical innovation teaching laboratories, digital design laboratories, engineering technology simulation laboratories, to guide mechanical students to actively carry out scientific and technological innovation activities, irregularly organize students to participate in various engineering competitions. Students' creative ability can be stimulated through competitions, so as to effectively improve students' engineering literacy.

3.3 Build a double-qualified teacher team through industry-university cooperation

Teachers are the pioneers of imparting knowledge and skills. Today, with the rapid development of science and economy, talents engaged in engineering education must keep up with the needs of the era and constantly improve their business capabilities to meet the needs of social development. Therefore, in engineering education, teachers' professional quality of engineering is very important, and colleges and universities should strengthen the training of engineering teachers' professional teaching ability. First of all, colleges and universities must hire experts with rich engineering practical experience in the enterprise to engage in part-time teaching of mechanical professional teaching, arrange enterprise engineers and technical personnel to carry out professional exchange seminars, and establish a double-qualified teacher team; Secondly, colleges and universities should let young key teachers go to the enterprise's frontline to participate in engineering practice operations to enable engineering teachers to strengthen engineering practice ability,
and integrate practical experience into theoretical knowledge teaching, improving teachers' comprehensive teaching ability; Finally, colleges and universities should form echelon construction in the faculty team, establish a mentoring education mechanism, and enable teachers with rich engineering practical experience to lead other teachers to carry out teaching activities, promoting the improvement of overall teaching ability.

3.4 Colleges and universities should continue to explore the school-enterprise cooperation model

School-enterprise cooperation is an important teaching model for the reform and development of college education. Through school-enterprise cooperation, information and resources are shared between schools and enterprises. Enterprises provide necessary teaching practice resources for colleges and universities, and at the same time solve the problem of professional talent training. College teaching organically combines theoretical knowledge with enterprise practice, so as to form a balance of interests and complementary advantages between the two and effectively save the cost of colleges and enterprises. Therefore, colleges and universities should actively seek suitable cooperative enterprises, and promote the establishment of a school-enterprise cooperation platform through local governments and industry associations, so as to effectively promote the professional talents training mechanism featuring teaching resource sharing, teaching process interaction and mutual benefit between schools and enterprises. In this process, the school-enterprise cooperation should be based on the cultivation of students' practical ability, with emphasis on the skill cultivation of mechanical talents. Both schools and enterprises should fully strengthen the education model of school-enterprise cooperation, use the industry-university-research cooperation base to deepen the construction of teaching cooperation content, so that enterprises can benefit from it, and students can continuously improve their innovative and practical capabilities. At the same time, deep school-enterprise cooperation can effectively promote universities and enterprises to form a talent training mechanism of industry-education integration, allowing enterprises and universities to jointly participate in professional curriculum construction, practical training and teaching, jointly undertake the core teachings of professional theory and practice, jointly formulate student internship programs, and assist students in graduation design. Through a series of cooperative teaching, students can obtain comprehensive professional learning and personally obtain experience in production, so as to effectively train students' new engineering thinking and practical ability. Meanwhile, enterprises also obtain talent support and long-term development to achieve a win-win situation for both schools and enterprises.

4. Conclusion

Under the background of new engineering, new technologies and new ideas are emerging one after another, which brings huge opportunities and challenges to high-tech majors. Therefore, the cultivation of mechanical professionals must be oriented by job demands, establish a new curriculum system in line with engineering students, continuously improve their vocational skills and comprehensive literacy, strengthen the construction of double-qualified teachers in colleges and universities, improve the construction of practical training bases, deepen the school-enterprise cooperation model, comprehensively promote the reform of the teaching reform of mechanical majors, realize the educational goals that the teaching adapt to social needs, and the academy is closely related with employment, effectively improving the training quality of mechanical talents in colleges and universities, so as to deliver batches of application-oriented high-tech talents to the country.
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